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Project & Goals

What I Did

As a Food Security Specialist, I partnered with
Johnny Edmondson and Growing Neighbors to
connect their grassroots, urban farming mission
with existing institutions in the West Central
neighborhood in order to strive for a more
sustainable, vibrant, food system and address
current and future food security needs.

Through our partnership with Growing Neighbors, I
was able to establish or partake in connections and
partnerships to existing institutions in the West
Central Neighborhood, including Holmes Elementary
School, North Central High School, the West Central
Episcopal Mission, Catholic Charities Food For All, and
the West Central Community Center. I also made
connections with Dr. Elizabeth Abbey of the Spokane
Food Policy Council to learn more about their work to
develop vibrant, local food systems in Spokane
County. Effectively, the work I did was to build trust
with the West Central community for GN by being in
direct contact with institutions who may need
supplementary support, as well as volunteering at
said institutions such as the West Central Episcopal
Mission and North Central High School, in order to
put into practice the “neighborhood family” model
which Growing Neighbors strives for, all the while
establishing or reinforcing partnerships between
these organizations and the Dornsife Center.

Background
This project came twofold, with the combination of
the Dornsife Center’s ongoing relationship with the
West Central neighborhood and Growing
Neighbor’s city-wide urban farming reach. While
GN had partnered with schools and businesses
across town to grow community gardens, there
was not yet a concentrated effort being made in
West Central, a food-insecure neighborhood.

Partner Organization
Growing Neighbors is an urban farming initiative of
Shadle Park Presbyterian Church, and they seek to
develop “Neighborhood Families” who are more open
to sharing resources, develop healthy lifestyles, and
build relationships with each other. The primary
vehicle for strengthening these neighborhood
relationships is urban farming, which incorporates
aspects of sustainable living with increasing
neighborhood access to fresh, organic produce.

Figure 1. John Edmondson, director of Growing
Neighbors, harvesting carrots to be delivered to
North Central High School’s Bite2Go Program

What I Learned
My learning about food security took many forms and originated in various
different contexts. Through reading the Spokane Food Policy Council’s 2016
Food System Inventory, as well as the Spokane Regional Health District’s
2012 report on health disparities in Spokane, I was able to learn more about
how the food security needs of residents, especially children, led to longlasting effects of overall health, contributing to a wide gap in age expectancy
for residents living in the West Central neighborhood. Likewise, access to
produce contributes to the development of students, and malnutrition stunts
student growth, which can lead to lasting adverse effects on physical,
emotional, and mental health.
In connection with urban farming, the Spokane Food Policy Council notes
shrinking access to farmland that occurs with unchecked housing
development, as well as how the majority of food Spokane accesses comes
through exports, even though the region is fit for growing food. This makes
Spokane County, especially food desert tracts like the West Central
neighborhood, vulnerable to food shortages in crisis situations, which may
yet to be seen in the Covid-19 pandemic.
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Figure 2.

Community partners John Edmondson and Christian
McKinney at an existing Growing Neighbors garden at Salk Middle School.
Growing Neighbors has partnered with several schools in District 81 schools,
and work has been made to develop gardens at Holmes Elementary and North
Central High school.

What is Next?
I believe there is a continued need to develop urban farms in the
West Central neighborhood, and starting these urban farms in
schools such as Holmes and Audubon Elementary, Glover Middle
School, and North Central High School, will provide extensive
education opportunities to students on nutrition, food preparation,
and food preservation. With the 2019 amendment to the Richard B.
Russel National School Lunch Act to “distribute [USDA] grant
funding to improve access to local foods in schools,” it could even
be possible for District 81, or an entity partnering with District 81
schools, to apply for grants to develop school garden programs for
students and raise a generation of students who have interest in
growing their own food. With CC Food for All’s KERNEL curriculum
already in use at farmers’ markets and local schools, this would not
be a difficult transition. The more difficult, or perhaps complex,
approaches will come in addressing how food security intersects
with current residential zoning laws and housing security needs,
which need to be addressed in order for increased access to food to
be effective for the overall health of residents. Continued
collaboration and relationship-building between those increasing
food security capacity (Growing Neighbors, WSU Master Gardeners,
Catholic Charities’ Food For All, Spokane Food Policy Council) with
entities building capacity with neighborhood housing (Spokane
Alliance’s West Central-based HEART team, Spokane Low-Income
Housing Consortium, Spokane Regional Health District, West
Central Episcopal Mission) may be beneficial for addressing the
intersectional health needs of housing and food security in West
Central in particular and Spokane at large.

Through conversations with Revs. Jonathan Myers and Katy Shedlock of the
West Central Episcopal Mission, I learned about the complexities of food
security and its relationship with housing. Having access to produce is
beneficial, but if there are not adequate ways to store and preserve it, or
knowledge/resources to prepare produce for meals, then there will be a gap
on the ability to access the food residents have “access to.” Therefore,
education on food preparation and preservation, as well as making housing
accessible for residents in the neighborhood, is vital to contribute to a food
secure population. Likewise, the Spokane Food Policy Council notes how
current zoning laws infringe on the ability for the neighborhood to develop
food producers and food sellers, which is partially why there is decreased
access to produce and non-processed food in the neighborhood.
All this together contributes to realizing there is an increased need for
Spokane to develop a local food system that is secure to fluctuations in
public health and the market, as well as a need to make housing secure for
at-risk populations who are affected most severely by said fluctuations. A
combination of these efforts will increase the public health of Spokane’s
population, as seen in the Spokane Regional Health District’s 2012 survey,
and help produce a thriving community. An intersectional approach that
acknowledges the combined need for housing and access to healthy food
and produce, therefore, is imperitive.

Figure 4.

Christian McKinney at our Growing Neighbors
“Growing Artists” fundraising event, housed intentionally at the
West Central Community Center and catered by local Spokane
businesses The Scone Ranger and Revival Tea.

Civic Perspective
Through partnering with Growing Neighbors, I was able to see the
value in organically connecting with neighbors and institutions and
offering direct services to a number of institutions on behalf of GN.
Direct service on behalf of an institution can create a lot of effective
partnerships and reframe how we think about civic engagement. At the
same time, learning about the several existing institutions striving to
build food security capacity showed the complex nature of food
security as part of the fundamentals to public health. Likewise, doing
research into existing policy regarding food security, urban farming,
and farm-to-school programs showed the importance of not just doing
direct service and familiarizing oneself with the conditions of a
population (though that is essential to civic engagement), but going
further to understand policy in order to make organizational and
systemic changes for the flourishing of a community.

Academic Perspective
In my Western Civ III class, we talk about the importance of policy
being connected to our fundamental beliefs and experiences of the
world. Partnering with Growing Neighbors has led me to discovering
policy issues surrounding food security and their intersection with
environmental sustainability, children’s health and education, as well
as discover the importance of creating vibrant, interdependent
relationships with neighbors and institutions. Learning about the
Healthy, Hunger Free Act and its impact through farm-to school
programs, as well as the Richard B. Russel National School Lunch Act
and the work of the Spokane Food Policy Council has been influential in
understanding how our current food policies are changing toward a
localized, sustainable approach that is much needed in our
communities.

Personal Perspective

Figure 3.

Our Growing Neighbors carrots at
North Central High School, ready to be eaten by
students!

I was most challenged by the complexity of the issue.
Without talking with the Revs. Katie Shedlock and
Jonathan Myers at the West Central Episcopal Mission, I
would not have understood exactly what housing in West
Central can look like, and how necessary it is to have
adequate housing to effectively have food security for
families. However, my Gallup strength of Connectedness
helped me not only see the value of connecting two
entities, Growing Neighbors and the Episcopal Mission, but
also connecting two foundations of public health, housing
and food security. Complex issues will require creative
solutions, as well as creative partnerships!

